
ABOUT TP PARTNERS

TP Partners is a startup company building a platform for a global private commerce and trade.  

We had successfully operated energy / natural resource focused private equity investment since 2012, and 
decided a business transformation to a global IT startup in 2014. Currently, our service has embarked on alpha 
launching in stealth mode and plans to gradually expand its visibility in the market. 

As dynamic as our firm’s transition has been, our members pride ourselves with as much diverse and dynamic 
backgrounds. As we pursue innovative business model that has not existed in the present market, we are 
looking for a person who finds work himself, instead of waiting to be told what to do. We strongly encourage 
the “Ask for forgiveness, not for permission” attitude. 

As we are in pre-operation stage and still a growing team, it will be an exceptional opportunity for those who 
want to proactively learn things, grow big, and eventually make a huge impact in the world with a great team. 

- Fully funded through the late stage 
- Team members have diverse educational / career background and nationalities 

WHAT WE LOOK FOR

We are looking for talented software engineers. 

Our tech stack consists of Python / Django / AngularJS. We currently focus on desktop / mobile web product 
but plan to build a separate mobile app in near future. Anyone who is eager to learn new things fast by solving 
challenging business & technical problems will be welcomed. 

- A current senior in college, bachelor’s degree or higher with less than 2 years of work experience is preferred 
- Have a good command of written English 
- “Go-getter” personality 

HOW TO APPLY

Please send us your English resume to recruit@tridge.com. Qualified applicants will be contacted for a face-to-
face interview.
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